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FADE IN:

Newsreel footage -- history of the Philippines, WWII

onwards. Hope, reconstruction, then turning

sour. Marcos. Corruption. Financial crisis. Present day.

1 INT. MACTAN INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT -- DAY 1

A passport. A hand. A stamp.

"WELCOME TO THE PHILIPPINES"

THE MAN (US, 40s, casual suit, tough, ex-military) is on the

way out, bag in hand. Classical music in his earphones.

Another man, THE AGENT (US, 30s, business suit, shades),

walks toward him. Without looking, The Man snags a SMALL

ENVELOPE from his hand as he passes. The Man grimaces.

2 EXT. MOVENPICK HOTEL -- AFTERNOON 2

A high class hotel. A cab pulls up.

3 INT. HOTEL ROOM -- NIGHT 3

The Man enters, checks the windows, the phone off the hook.

He opens his bag, takes out a laptop, inserts an SD card

from the envelope. A list of files. The Man types in a

password.

The Man pulls out a suitcase from under the bed. A post-it

-- "USE ME".

The Man scrolls through photos. A middle-aged Filipino,

glasses -- THE MARK. A bio: height, weight, history. A

picture of a house, an upscale subdivision.

4 INT. THE MARK’S HOUSE LIVING ROOM -- NIGHT 4

A middle-aged Filipina, THE WIFE, watching political news,

THE MARK listed highest in ratings polls. His opposition

pictured -- an older Filipino with a mustache -- THE

POLITICIAN.

The Mark enters, dressed for jogging, kisses his wife.
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5 INT. HOTEL ROOM -- NIGHT 5

The Man hits a key, a map comes up. A red dot for the

house.

6 EXT. PACIFIC VILLA SUBDIVISION -- NIGHT 6

The Mark comes out from his house. Waves at his

GUARDS. Takes off jogging.

INTERCUT BETWEEN THE MAN AND THE MARK:

The Man studies the Mark’s jogging route -- a blue dot.

The Mark passes a guard station, waves again.

The route on the map passing several blocks of houses.

The Mark jogs on past rich estates and big villas.

A green dot.

The Mark stops by a small store to buy water.

The Man closes the laptop, grabs the rifle case.

7 INT. BOSS’ HOUSE CHILDRENS BEDROOM -- NIGHT 7

THE GIRL (30s, poor, pretty, maid) -- praying with a CHILD.

THE BOSS, a big bulky Filipino in his 30s, leers at her by

the door, beer in hand.

SUPERTITLE:

FRIDAY, JULY 27. 2100 HOURS.

THE GIRL (TAGALOG)

-- And lead us not into temptation

but deliver us from evil. Amen.

THE CHILD

Amen.

She tucks in the Child, kissing him on the forehead. The

Boss approaches, she circles around, walking out --

8 INT. BOSS’ HOUSE UPSTAIRS CORRIDOR -- NIGHT 8

The Boss pushes the Girl up against the wall -- leering --

touching her CROSS NECKLACE. She wriggles out and away.
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9 EXT. BOSS’ HOUSE BALCONY -- NIGHT 9

The Girl is shaking -- cigarettes -- a match.

ON THE STREET: The Mark finishes his bottle by the same

store as before, jogs on around the corner.

She lights up -- the flame flickers -- a suppressed GUNSHOT.

Back at The Mark -- dead in a pool of blood.

She looks up -- The Man climbing down a rooftop, briefcase

in hand.

Frozen -- the match burns her fingers -- YELPS. The Man

stops under a streetlight -- he heard.

They see each other dead-on. He hesitates, then leaves.

10 INT. CAFÉ -- DAY 10

A TV Screen on, the Mark’s Wife on screen, a news segment

"CIVIL RIGHTS LEADER ASSASSINATED" --

NEWSCASTER (V.O.)

-- was also known for his strong

stance against corruption within

the ranks of the senate as well as

alleged US involvement here in the

Philippines. His wife was only

available for this comment:

THE WIFE

We all know who’s responsible. I

shall see the guilty brought to

justice. All of them.

Dozens of people gathered around, watching -- except one --

The Man is finishing up lunch. His cellphone beeps, a text

-- "9 PM. $."

Checks his watch -- leaves a few bills -- exits.

A phantom sketch of The Man is shown on screen as the

assailant of the assassination.

11 EXT. RUNDOWN ALLEY -- NIGHT 11

Mud-lined dirt roads, decrepit wooden houses and shacks,

third world at its worst.

The Man moves -- hand on a bulge under his shirt.

A scooter BLAZES past him, the Man ducks out, draws his gun.
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The scooter stops at the end, THE DRIVER looks back -- an

anonymous helmet -- drops a satchel in the mud -- takes off.

The Man walks up slow, opens the satchel -- filled with

WANTED POSTERS -- the phantom sketch of him on them.

THE KILLER (raincoat, Filipino, tatts) throws a garrote

around The Man’s neck from behind -- he gets his hand inside

-- cutting himself -- pushes back.

They fall THROUGH the side wall -- crashing into a chicken

pen -- The Man elbows the Killer -- he loses his grip of the

garrote -- the Man rips it away.

The Killer staggers -- The Man kicks him in the groin --

curls over -- an elbow in the neck -- The Killer bites dirt,

unconscious.

The Man looks around -- only now noticing -- shocked poor

civilians in their own home -- a crying girl. He leaves.

12 EXT. MOVENPICK HOTEL -- NIGHT 12

The Man walks through -- bloody hand wrapped in his shirt.

The HOTEL GUARD looks at him curiously.

13 INT. HOTEL ROOM -- NIGHT 13

The Man bursts in -- starts packing -- picks up his jacket.

Suddenly he freezes. Turns around.

Something in the switch box -- a small camera.

14 INT. DARK OFFICE -- NIGHT 14

A plush, woodlined office. A giant flatscreen with the Man

looking at the camera -- he rips it out. White noise.

A group of 4-5 suited men watching. Among them, the Agent

and the Politician and -- the BOSS. With an NBI badge.

The Boss picks up the landline, the Agent notices --

whispers to the Politician. The Politician shakes his head

to the Boss. The Agent takes out his cellphone instead.

15 INT. MACTAN INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT -- DAY 15

A very large tough-looking HOODLUM strides through the crowd

before being overtaken by a short young Asian businesswoman.

She is COBRA. Chopin playing in her headset. She bumps

into The Agent, just as The Man did, and gets an envelope

slipped to her just the same. The Agent smiles.
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16 INT. BOSS’ HOUSE -- DAY 16

SUPERTITLE:

MONDAY, JULY 31. 0700 HOURS

A door lock rattles -- The Girl enters.

Ahead -- the Boss sitting -- facing away. Something’s off.

She walks up -- he’s tied and gagged, blood from his temple.

A shadow -- she turns -- it’s The Man. He hushes her.

17 INT. THE GIRL’S APARTMENT -- DAY 17

The Man pushes the Girl in -- gun to her back -- eyes

darting all over the place -- clearly shook up.

He gags her and ties her to the fridge.

The Man hastily checks the place -- rundown and

filthy. Cracks in the ceiling, buckets on the floor with

rainwater.

He sits by the door, gun ready. Ready for anything.

18 INT. THE GIRL’S APARTMENT -- NIGHT 18

The Man stares at a bucket. Raindrops start falling. He

sweats like crazy, exhausted, about to pass out.

The Girl starts whining -- pokes him -- clenching her knees

together and motions towards the bathroom. The Man sighs.

19 INT. THE GIRL’S APARTMENT BATHROOM -- NIGHT 19

The Man leads the Girl in and closes the door.

Instantly, the Girl goes for the tiny bathroom window,

climbs up on the toilet and starts bashing away, screaming.

The Man bursts in, grabs her -- she kicks and screams --

bites his wounded hand -- he drops her. The Girl shuts up,

terrified. She sees the mark of the pianowire on his neck.

The Man looks up at her, she meets his eyes. There’s a

moment. Then fury glows in his eyes, horror in hers.
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20 INT. THE GIRL’S APARTMENT -- NIGHT 20

The Man drags the Girl back to the fridge -- ties her up --

storms into the bedroom and slams the door. She’s left

teary-eyed and ashamed.

21 INT. THE GIRL’S APARTMENT BEDROOM -- NIGHT 21

The Man is in bed clenching his wounded hand.

Suddenly -- he gets up, grabs his gun, heads out the door.

22 INT. THE GIRL’S APARTMENT -- NIGHT 22

The Girl is asleep. The Man aims at her head,

hesitates. He can’t. He leaves.

The Girl opens her eyes, awake.

23 INT. THE GIRL’S APARTMENT BEDROOM -- MORNING 23

The Man is asleep on the floor, gun in his lap. A loud

CRASH and he jumps to his feet --

24 INT. THE GIRL’S APARTMENT -- MORNING 24

The Girl is on the floor -- fridge open -- all the food

thrown out -- defiance in her eyes. He sighs.

25 EXT. SUPERMARKET STREET -- DAY 25

The Man exits, grocery bags in hand. Someone’s watching

from a car across the road.

26 INT. THE GIRL’S APARTMENT -- DAY 26

The Man enters with groceries, puts the bags down, the Girl

is tied to a chair.

Then -- the ever-barking dog turns quiet... too quiet. The

Man slowly puts downs the bags and pulls his gun.

Footsteps -- the Man aims for the sound, closing in.

The Man FIRES through the wall thrice -- a beat -- a GROAN

and a THUD -- a hand drops by the open doorway -- blood.

Another guy throws himself on the floor -- A COP! He fires

at the Man -- milk cartons explode -- The Man goes down.

The Cop aims at The Girl -- misses by an inch. The Man

grabs his gun -- The Cop aims -- HEADSHOT!

The Cop is dead. The Man and the Girl covered in blood.
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27 EXT. STREET -- AFTERNOON 27

The Man and the Girl in the crowd, the Girl two steps ahead,

wiping blood from her face, in shock.

The Man is pale, clutching his bleeding gut, pushing the

Girl. They pass a "ROOM FOR RENT"-sign.

28 INT. DINGY APARTMENT -- DAY 28

The Man bursts in, the Girl in tow. She heads to the

bathroom, washing herself off.

The Man clears the rooms, looking out the

window. Paranoid. Drenched in sweat. In pain.

The Girl comes back, ashen, like she’s about to say

something but the words wont come.

Suddenly he staggers and collapses hard on the floor. She

rushes to his side, looking at the open door. A choice.

29 INT. JULIANA’S CLUB -- VIP BOOTH -- NIGHT 29

The Boss enters, motorcycle helmet under his arm.

The Killer, battered and bruised, surrounded by

cheap-looking HOOKERS. The Boss drops a bag on the

table. A bloody police cap. The Killer smiles.

30 INT. DINGY APARTMENT BEDROOM -- DAY 30

SUPERTITLE:

THURSDAY, AUGUST 4. 1400 HOURS.

The Man wakes up, sun shining in. Faint music outside. He

flinches in pain, his gut bandaged. Now he’s confused.

He reaches under his pillow -- no gun. He looks scared. The

other side of the bed still made, an impression of someone

that’s been lying there.

He gets up, picking up an ashtray from the nightstand.

31 INT. DINGY APARTMENT -- DAY 31

The Man enters, a chair by the door, the gun beside it.

Footsteps outside, he raises the ashtray to strike.

The door swings open and a scream as the Man strikes -- it’s

the Girl! She’s holding a Jollibee take-out bag. The Man

stops himself in the last second, recognizing her.
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32 INT. DINGY APARTMENT -- EVENING 32

He eats, she doesn’t. She notices the shadow of a wedding

band on his finger. He notices a cross around her neck.

The Girl slides the gun to him. He hesitates, but pushes it

back. A flicker of a smile on his face.

On the TV, surveillance footage of him at the airport is

played on the news. "MANHUNT CONTINUES". The Girl pictured

as a suspect.

33 INT. PARKING GARAGE -- DAY 33

The Mark’s wife is walking with her aide. Suddenly a van

pulls up -- masked men with guns -- bag over her head --

she’s gone.

34 INT. OFFICE LOBBY -- DAY 34

The Boss walks up to the receptionist with a couple of

MEN. He shows his NBI badge.

35 INT. OFFICE -- DAY 35

Picture of the Mark on the wall. In memoriam. Papers

flying around.

NEWSCASTER (V.O.)

-- stating that the NBI is taking

every measure available in

investigating the disappearance,

which is now suspected to be tied

to organized crime --

The Boss walks up the stairs, NBI MEN running around

carrying boxes of papers -- all dumping it off the balcony.

36 INT. DINGY APARTMENT -- VARIOUS 36

The Man is doing push-ups, clearly healthier looking.

The Girl changes his bandages. Her hands wrapping it around

his bare torso. His gaze fixed on her intently.

The Man walks into the bedroom, The Girl sits by the front

door, on guard, gun in hand. She looks back at the

Man. The bedroom door left open.
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37 INT. MOTEL LOBBY -- NIGHT 37

The Killer and his HENCHMAN talk to a motel manager, asking

questions. The manager shakes his head.

38 INT. DINGY APARTMENT BEDROOM -- DAY 38

SUPERTITLE:

MONDAY, AUGUST 14. 1500 HOURS.

The Girl awakes, covered only by the blanket. She hears the

shower running. She smiles and puts on the Man’s shirt.

She sees the Man’s bag open, a hidden compartment. Going

through it -- passport after passport -- different names and

nationalities.

39 INT. DINGY APARTMENT BATHROOM -- DAY 39

The Man is showering. The wound looking much better.

40 INT. DINGY APARTMENT BEDROOM -- DAY 40

At the bottom of the bag, she finds a photo. Faded and

stained with blood.

It’s the Man, dog tags around his neck and a WOMAN in a

white shirt in his arms, smiling, happy. She could be the

Girl’s sister. Next to them, the Agent, smiling wide.

The Man enters. He snatches the photo from her hand and

pushes her out, slamming the door shut.

The Man looks at the picture, his eyes welling up. Then

darkening at the Agent. He rips the photo apart -- grabs

new clothes and a passport.

41 INT. DINGY APARTMENT -- DAY 41

The Man walks out, heading for the door, looks back.

The Girl is there, in a similar white shirt -- candlelight

-- food on the table -- tears in her eyes.

The Man sighs. He puts his gun in her hand, holding her

firmly. He kisses her forehead tenderly and leaves.
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42 INT. AIRLINE TICKET OFFICE -- DAY 42

The Man arrives, falls in line to the ticket purchase.

43 INT. MALL -- DAY 43

The Killer and his Henchman spot the Man in the ticket

office. He takes out his phone, texting.

44 INT. DINGY APARTMENT BEDROOM -- DAY 44

The Girl is kneeling by the bed, the gun in front of her.

THE GIRL (TAGALOG)

God of power and mercy, you have

made death itself the gateway to

eternal life. Look with love on our

brother, and make him one with Your

Son in His suffering, that, sealed

with the blood of Christ, he may

come before you free from

sin. Amen.

45 INT. AIRLINE TICKET OFFICE -- DAY 45

The Man pays the CASHIER. As the tickets are printed out,

he looks over at a couple with a small kid.

He smiles, eyes glaze over. He gets his ticket. He hesitates

for a second, then orders another.

46 INT. PARKING GARAGE -- DAY 46

The Man is walking, two tickets in hand. He notices in the

reflection of a car window -- the Henchman is following.

47 INT. DINGY APARTMENT BEDROOM -- DAY 47

Footsteps in the hall, the Girl reacts, scared.

48 INT. PARKING GARAGE -- DAY 48

The Man rounds a corner, the Henchman follows -- The Man is

gone! The Man sneaks up -- kicks the Henchman to his knees

and snaps his neck.

The Man stops -- the Killer’s gun against his back. The Man

suddenly turns around, grabs his hand, twists it around --

FIRES into the Killer’s chest.

The Killer staggers back. A SPECTATOR suddenly screams.

The Killer’s phone chirps. The Man steals his phone.
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INSERT PHONE: "We have the girl. Kill him."

The Man’s eyes darken.

49 INT. PARKING GARAGE -- LATER 49

Police gathered around the crime scene. The Killer’s shirt

ripped open. A message carved into his chest; "I’M COMING"

50 EXT. CITY HALL -- NIGHT 50

A dark Sedan pulls up -- The Politician with the Boss. The

Boss orders BODYGUARDS into position. A distant thunder.

One GUARD wandering the compound with an assault rifle. A

sniper scope following him. A single silenced gunshot and

he’s down. The scope finds a new target.

51 EXT. ROOFTOP -- NIGHT 51

The Man aims around and fires before he drops the rifle,

draws his gun and climbs down.

52 INT. DARK OFFICE -- NIGHT 52

The Politician enters with the Boss and a bodyguard, the

Agent there -- looking at the the Man’s picture -- now taped

together. Looking troubled.

The Politician looks scared. Suddenly the power goes

out. The Agent rushes out.

53 INT. CITY HALL CORRIDORS -- NIGHT 53

ANOTHER GUARD is walking halls when the power goes out. He

panics, checks his walkie-talkie. Dead silent.

Lightning strikes light up the darkened hall... The Man is

behind him, a knife in hand.

54 INT. CITY HALL OFFICES -- NIGHT 54

A THIRD GUARD is running through, calling on his

walkie-talkie desperately. As he rounds the corner he comes

face to face with the Man. And the barrel of his gun.

55 INT. DARK OFFICE -- NIGHT 55

GUNSHOTS! The Politician and the Boss and the bodyguard

jump. They draw their guns, aiming at the door

nervously. They reach for the door, opening it slowly --

nothing.
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Suddenly the back door is kicked open -- the Man fires upon

them, killing them both with a single shot each.

The Politician hurriedly opens his desk drawer and draws a

revolver. He fires, grazes the Man in the shoulder, the Man

puts a slug in his chest.

The Man walks up to him, aiming at him.

THE MAN

Where is she?

THE POLITICIAN (TAGALOG)

Fuck you!

The Man steps on his wound. The Politician screams in pain.

THE MAN

WHERE’S THE GIRL?

Suddenly THREE MORE GUARDS with machineguns burst in FIRING,

the Man ducks behind the desk -- the place gets shredded.

Quiet. The Man closes his eyes -- catching his breath --

listening -- footsteps -- rattle of their guns.

He stands suddenly, fires -- one shot each -- they’re down

-- empty -- reload. He walks out, putting a killshot in the

politician on the way.

56 INT. BASEMENT STAIRWELL -- NIGHT 56

The Man kicks in the door. No one. Lights flicker. Faint

rock music coming from the basement. A sign on the wall

"AUTHORIZED PERSONNEL ONLY".

57 INT. BASEMENT SURVEILLANCE ROOM -- NIGHT 57

A darkened room with monitors hooked up to surveillance

cameras throughout the basement level.

The Agent is emptying a file cabinet and putting it all

through a shredder in panic. Files stamped with Homeland

Security and Central Intelligence Agency.

The Man steps in, gun aimed. He steps on some broken glass,

the Agent reacts, holding his arms up.

THE AGENT

H-Hey, look, the girl’s alright, I

swear to you --
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THE MAN

(sarcastic)

Like back in Baltimore?

A beat. The Man guns him down.

He slowly approaches the monitors, showing cells of

Filipinos locked up, in various forms of torture. They’re

numbered 150-101. Room 101’s monitor is dark.

The Man looks furious, grabs a fire axe from the wall and

plunges it into the monitors.

58 INT. BASEMENT CELLBLOCK -- NIGHT 58

The Man strides down to 101, opening every cell. Prisoners

walk out in shock. The Mark’s Wife among them.

The Man reaches the cell at the end of the hall. Room

101. He opens it --

59 INT. BASEMENT ROOM 101 -- NIGHT 59

Nothing. A chair. Blood stains on the floor, and --

The Girl’s cross. His eyes well up and darken, his head

sinking between his knees. Defeat.

60 INT. MACTAN INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT -- NIGHT 60

The Man enters, tickets in hand, pale and sweaty,

desperately looking around.

As he approaches the check-in -- a woman walks into the

bathroom. Long dark hair. The same white shirt. Excited,

he rushes over into --

61 INT. AIRPORT BATHROOM -- NIGHT 61

He enters when suddenly the woman lunges at him from behind

the door -- stabbing him in the back -- twisting it. It’s

COBRA. She sets the Man down on a toilet seat.

The Man is in shock -- blood droplets on the lapel of her

shirt -- she hushes him -- draws the knife -- leaves.

The Man slowly closes his eyes -- his head drops, dead.

FADE OUT:

THE END


